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Introduction: Laser Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA) & Injection

[1] - FBPIC Particle-in-Cell 
LWFA simulation, provided by 
Dr. Daniel Seipt
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Shock injection (SI): 
particles injected suddenly 
via rapid expansion of 
wakefield bubble radius, 
resulting in 
monoenergetic electron 
bunches.

Compared to other 
injection mechanisms, SI 
yields low energy spread 
(ΔE), modest peak energy 
(E

p
) electron beams.

High E
p
, low ΔE particle 

beams are essential for     
most radiation reaction 
experiments, free electron 
(FEL) X-Ray sources, as 
well as other applications.

Goal: demonstrate GeV 
electron beams using SI 
with >150TW laser system, 
while preserving low ΔE.
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LWFA accelerates particles in field gradients of 
magnitudes > 10,000x the normal operating limit of 
conventional accelerators.

These high fields are generated via an intense 
laser/plasma interaction creating a nonlinear plasma 
wave bubble, which is set up by a time-averaged 
Lorentz force away from the laser axis, the 
‘relativistic ponderomotive force’: 

Electrons must have a longitudinal momentum within 
a range such that it is trapped in the bubble’s 
accelerating fields. This is due to the phase velocity of 
the bubble, vΦ,p

=v
g,L
<c. This range is given by a 

phase-space orbits within the plasma wake.

The dominant injection mechanism describes the 
mechanics of how these particles are brought into a 
trapped phase-space orbit.

Applications of LWFA include high repetition-rate 
phase-contrast betatron imaging for industrial and 
medical purposes, injectors or amplifiers of particles 
in junction with conventional accelerators, and high 
energy density physics experiments.
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Experimental Setup: Shock Injection / Radiation 
Reaction 

Above: setup which
the data in this abstract 
was recorded. Similar to 
previous SI experiments [3-5]. 
Experimental campaign 
both optimize shock 
injection and measure 
electron/photon radiation 
reaction at CLF Gemini laser.

Right: Gas jet / razor blade 
in fluid simulation to 
demonstrate shock-front in 
density profile.

Results: GeV level, narrow ΔE electron beams from a shock 
injection LWFA, as has not been shown before.
For a sequence of 7 out of 11 consecutive laser shots:

Mean peak energy: 1.11 ± 0.05 GeV
Relative FWHM (ΔE): 6.1 ± 1.0%

Improving parameters toward those for applications like 
FEL lasers, QED experiments, and multi-stage beam loading.
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